In view of the defects that high range side lobes and high peak-to-average power radio (PAPR) in radar and communication integrated systems based on traditional orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM), a co-designed OFDM waveform based on Golay block coding for joint radar-communication system is proposed in this paper. The communication information is coded into Golay complementary sequences by Reed-Muller codes, which can not only reduce the PAPR of the system, but also can improve the error correction capability. However, the code rate of the algorithm will decrease rapidly with the increase of the number of subcarriers. Furthermore, the traditional block coding would impact on the final superimposed waveform performance due to phase randomness. Hence, a self-disarrange block coding algorithm is proposed. The radar and communication performance of the designed waveform, including wideband ambiguity function, range profile, PAPR, and bit error rate, is analyzed and simulated. The results demonstrate that the PAPR of the waveform and BER can be reduced effectively, while the range side lobes can be decreased for better radar detection performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
Radar sensing and wireless communication are the most common and important applications in modern radio technology. They are designed and developed independently according to the different functions and frequency bands. However, with the exponential increase in the number of wireless devices and the higher bandwidth requirements for high-speed data transmission, the electromagnetic spectrum is overcrowded [1] , [2] . The growing demand for wireless services and the shortage of new spectrum resources have prompted recommendations for spectrum coexistence between systems that traditionally operate on independent bands [3] - [5] .
The integrated system has brought about the extensive attention due to its advantages of reducing the system size, weight, and power consumption, and mitigating electromagnetic interference, as well as various application scenarios.
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For example, vehicles in Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) need to share information in rapidly changing environments [6] ; Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) systems need to share remote sensing data with ground stations [7] . With existing technology, the integration of radar and communications in hardware is easy to implement. In order to improve the availability of limited spectral resources, it is more crucial to exploit an integrated waveform simultaneously performing the radar and communications functions. To this end, waveform design has become a dominant research thread in the joint radar-communication [8] - [12] . At present, there are two main methods for designing shared signals, one is based on radar waveforms, such as linear frequency modulation (LFM) signals, which modulate communication data on radar waveforms [13] - [15] , the other is based on communication signals, which are appropriately adapted for radar detection [16] - [20] . In [21] , Frequency Modulated Continuous Wave (FMCW) and processing algorithm based on the background of autonomous vehicular are proposed.An integrated waveform based on LFM signal VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ with minimum shift keying (MSK) modulation is designed in [22] . In [23] , communication information symbols are implemented utilizing continuous phase modulation, and then phase is attached to a polyphase-coded frequency-modulated radar waveform. The approaches for embedding communication symbols into traditional radar waveforms with phase modulation are difficult to ensure the orthogonality of integrated signals, the inflexibility of parameter adjustment, and high communication transmission rate. It is remarkable that the OFDM signal has been widely used in practical communication system because of its advantages of flexible subcarrier modulation, high spectrum utilization, easy synchronization, etc. N. Levanon firstly introduced OFDM modulation technology in the radar field and proposed multicarrier complementary phase-coded signal [24] , [25] . Subsequently, a large number of scholars began to research on radar and communication integrated system based on OFDM signal. In [26] , from the perspective of the ambiguity function of the OFDM signal, it has been proved that the OFDM radar has better distance Doppler ambiguity than the traditional LFM radar. In [27] , a low probability of intercept (LPI)-based orthogonal frequency division multiplexing radar waveform design strategy to solve the target time delay estimation in a cooperative radar-communications system is proposed. The carried data bit was used to control the time-shift of phase-coded (PC) sequence in PC-OFDM integrated signal and took full usage of the signal structure to get a high resolution range-velocity profile of target in [28] . However, the OFDM signal is the sum of all subcarrier components via the inverse fast Fourier Transform (IFFT) operation, so it will cause the high peak to average power ratio (PAPR) problem. The high PAPR of the OFDM signal will greatly reduce the efficiency of the amplifier, thereby reducing the signal energy and affecting the radar detection capability. So the high PAPR is the one of the most adverse factors in OFDM system. Aiming at this problem, a constant envelope OFDM signal waveform which combined with LFM signal was proposed in [29] . However, it gained a better PAPR performance at the expense of spectral efficiency. In [30] , the Chirp signal was loaded in the traditional OFDM subcarrier signal, which can effectively improve the PAPR performance compared with the same frequency of each subcarrier of the traditional OFDM signal, but it did not consider the bit error rate and target detection performance. Therefore, for the OFDM shared signal, we urgently need to minimize the influence of random communication data on the signal detection capability and reduce the system PAPR at the same time.
In view of the above, the waveform design of integrated radar and communication signal with Golay codes for joint application is investigated in this paper. Considering that the relationship between the Golay complementary sequence and Reed Muller (RM) code [31] , we encode the random communication bits into Golay complementary sequences by RM codes. Therefore, the PAPR would be reduced to less than 3dB, and error detection and correction capability would be improved. Then, a self-disarrange block coding algorithm is proposed, in order to make the coding algorithm suitable for the condition of a large number of subcarriers and reduce the influence of phase randomness on PAPR performance. The performance of the designed radar-communication integrated waveform, including the ambiguity function, range profile, PAPR and BER is analyzed by theoretical analysis and simulation experiments.
We summarized the major contributions of this paper as follows:
• We propose a novel waveform design for joint radarcommunication with Golay Block Coding. Golay complementary sequences can be achieved from the cosets of the first-order RM codes within the second-order RM codes. Block coding solves the problem of low coding rate when the number of subcarriers is large.
• We propose a low complexity self-disarrange coding algorithm to reduce the influence of phase randomness on PAPR performance. We introduce a programmable threshold to control the system complexity which caused by self-disarrange.
• We analyze theoretically and simulate the communication and radar performance of the proposed system, including PAPR, BER, range profile and ambiguity function. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the signal model and the joint radar-communication system are illustrated. In Section III, a block coding algorithm to solve the problem that the coding rate becomes lower as the number of subcarriers increases is presented.
In Section IV, performances analyze and simulation to evaluate the radar detection and communication transmission is presented. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section V.
II. SIGNAL MODEL AND SYSTEM
The joint radar-communication signal in this paper consists of M sub pulses, each pulse is comprised of one OFDM symbol, the complex envelope of a single pulse can be written as
where
where N is the number of subcarriers, T p is the symbol duration, f = 1/T p is subcarrier separation, a n is the communication information modulated by nth subcarrier. Let f c be the carrier frequency, the transmitted signal is given by
where f n = n f is the nth subcarrier frequency.
Assuming that the distance between the point target and the radar is R and the radial velocity relative to the radar is v, the received signal r(t) can be written as
where γ = 1 + β is stretching factor, β = 2v/c is Doppler spreading factor, c is the speed of light, and τ = 2R/c is the time delay. Substituting (3) into (4), we get
where f d = f c β is Doppler frequency. Consequently, the complex envelope of received signal is
The pulse train signal is expressed as
The pulse train OFDM transmitted signal can be written as
M is the number of pulses, T = (1 + α)T p is the pulse repetition period, α is repetiton ratio, and a m,n is the communication information modulated by nth subcarrier of mth symbol, and the integrated signal diagram is shown in Fig. 1 . The block diagram of the integrated radar and communication system can be briefly described in Fig. 2 . The system consists of three parts: signal generation and transmission, radar signal processing, and communication signal processing. The binary communication data is encoded, and mapped onto complex-valued phase-shift keyed symbols. Then, the transmission signal can be obtained by inverse fast Fourier transform. Next, the detection results will be obtained from the radar processing, and for the communication receiver, the modulated data will be extracted from the received signal through demodulation and decoding.
III. SELF-DISARRANGE CODING ALGORITHM
RM codes and Golay codes belong to the class of linear block codes. Davis and Jedwab [31] first discovered the relationship between RM codes and Golay sequences and successfully encoded as the Golay complementary sequences by the cosets of the first-order RM codes within the secondorder RM codes. By encoding the information bits into Golay sequences, not only can the PAPR of the system be not exceed 3 dB, but also the codewords have strong error correction/detection ability. The encoding algorithm is listed as Algorithm 1 [31] .
Algorithm 1 The Encoding Algorithm
Input: N = 2 u : the number of subcarriers, h: modulation depth, R: RM 2 h (r, u) generated matrix, H : coset representatives matrix, X : communication bits vector; Set i = 0; 1: ω = log 2 (u!/2) 2: Convert binary code [X (1), X (2), . . . , X (ω)] to the number Q in base 2 h 3: A← H (Q, :) 4: while (i≤u) do 5: Convert binary code The code rate, namely the ratio of the number of information bits to the number of coded bits, can be written as
as can be seen from (9), the coding efficiency is related not only to the coding length 2 u but also to the adopted baseband modulation. The Fig. 3 shows that u has a greater influence on coding efficiency, while h has only a small impact. As the coding length increases, the coding efficiency decreases sharply. Therefore, the coding length should not be too long when the algorithm is applied in practice, namely, it can not be used in the case of a large number of subcarriers. It is generally considered that only OFDM systems with less than 32 subcarriers are available, namely, the coding length 2 u ≤ 32.
To solve the problem of low coding rate, we propose a selfdisarrange block coding algorithm for the system with large number of subcarriers. Algorithm 2 presents the proposed scheme.
The serial bit stream of input information is defined by vector X , divide X into L groups expressed as {X l , l = 1, 2, . . . , L}, and use the Golay complementary sequences to encode each group information into encoded packets. Each codeword is combined into an OFDM symbol after modulation and inverse fast Fourier Transform, namely, the subcarriers of OFDM system are separated into different subcarrier blocks which correspond to each encoded packet.
After coding by the Golay sequence, the PAPR of the each codeword is not more than 3dB. The signal waveform of the OFDM system is the superposition of all subcarrier signals. Due to the randomness of the phase, if the phase of one or several subcarriers changes, the final superimposed waveform may change, which means that the PAPR of the OFDM signal will change, may still be large. Therefore, we propose the self-disarrange coding algorithm which can generate L! permutations by changing the position of the encoded packet on the OFDM symbol, and select the transmission with the smallest PAPR, thereby reducing the PAPR of the system. The selected permutation order is transmitted through sideband information.
Algorithm 2
The Block Coding Algorithm Input: N : the number of subcarriers, P: coding length, X : communication bits vector, the predetermined threshold λ; Set i = 1 and P = 0; 1: L = N /P 2: Divide X into L groups X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X L 3: Encode X i by Algorithm 1 and modulate to subcarriers blocks into a i 4: Generate permutations 1, 2, . . . , L!, abbreviated as P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P L! , through all possible permutations of a 1 to a L 5: while (i ≤ L!) do 6: Calculate the PAPR of P i 7:
if (PAPR P i ≤ λ) then 8: P = P i 9: break 10: else 11: i++ and go to step 6 12: end if 13 : end while 14: if (P == 0) 15: Choose P i from P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P L ! whose PAPR is the smallest 16 :
When the number of OFDM subcarriers is large, it needs to be divided into more groups, namely, the number of permutations will be large. If all permutations are traversed, the complexity of the algorithm will be very high. In our proposed algorithm, we introduce a programmable threshold λ, which PAPR can be approximately controlled by λ to meet practical demands of OFDM systems. The PAPR is calculated from the first permutation until the threshold condition is satisfied. In addition, if all the permutations do not meet the condition, the permutation with smallest PAPR is selected. The flow chart of the self-disarrange coding algorithm is shown in Fig. 4 .
IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS AND SIMULATION
Simulations are presented to verify the performance of the proposed integrated waveform, including radar performance and communication performance. In all the simulations, the noise is complex additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN), and we set the system parameters as given in Table 1 .
A. RADAR PERFORMANCE 1) AMBIGUITY FUNCTION
Radar ambiguity function, as an important mathematical tool for designing radar waveforms, has been used to describe radar resolution property. Because of the large bandwidth and the small distance resolution unit of OFDM signal, the target radial distance shift can not be ignored relative to the distance resolution in the duration of signal, the nar- rowband echo model is usually not valid. The commonly used narrowband ambiguity function (NAF) is not applicable, so we need another theory tool: wideband ambiguity function (WAF) [32] .
In this section, we discuss the WAF of the proposed signal. According to [32] , the wideband ambiguity function is defined as
where s anl (t) =s(t)exp(−j2πf c t) denotes the analytic signal of s(t), * represents the complex conjugate operator. Substituting (1) into (10), we get
[e j2πn 1 f τ a n 1 a *
Since the subcarriers of the OFDM signal are orthogonal, when n 1 = n 2 , (11) has most of the energy, which constitutes the main part of the ambiguity function. (11) can be simplified to
n=0 e j2πn f τ a n a * n ∞ −∞ e j2π(n f −n γ −f d )t dt. (12) For the WAF of the pulse train signal, substituting (8) into (10), we get
According to (12) , the wideband ambiguity function of the single pulse OFDM signal, the proposed algorithm waveform and their zero-delay and zero-Doppler are simulated in Fig. 5 . Since the communication data is random, the standard Monte Carlo technique with 10 4 independent trails is conducted. It can be seen that the ambiguity function of our proposed radar and communication integrated signal presents thumbtack type with lower side-lobe compared with OFDM waveform, and the energy is evenly distributed over the entire plane, which has an ideal detection capability.
According to (13) , the wideband ambiguity function of the pulse train signal is illustrated in Fig. 6 . Its zero-Doppler with α = 0.75, α = 0.5 and α = 0.25 is simulated in Fig. 7 . As α increases, the amplitude of the first side-lobes increases, while the amplitudes of the other side-lobes decrease, and with the increase of the side-lobe number, the maximum value of the side-lobe decreases. The amplitude of the first side-lobes are much larger than the second side-lobes, so the magnitude of the first side lobes should be given priority when we select the value of α. In practical radar applications, waveforms with much lower side-lobes are needed. Selecting the appropriate T can control the amplitude and position of the side-lobes side-lobes so that the Doppler ambiguity is reduced. When the value of α is large, the position of the first side-lobes are very close to the main lobe, and the amplitude is large. Nevertheless, in order to resist Inter-Symbol Interference (ISI) and Inter-Channel Interference (ICI), OFDM signals need to have a guard interval (GI). We can associate T with GI, so when the value of α is small, it cannot eliminate multipath delay in the communication system. In communication, α generally does not exceed 0.25. After comprehensive consideration, α = 0.25 can be considered as an appropriate value.
2) RANGE PROFILE
In order to take account of both the detection range and range resolution of radar, the transmitted signal should have both large bandwidth and large time-width. The Pulse compression can increase the bandwidth of the signal by frequency modulation or phase modulation without changing the time width. Thus, the time-bandwidth product of the signal can be made greater than one, which can increase the detecting capability without sacrificing the range resolution. In this paper, the frequency domain multiplication pulse compression signal processing method is adopted. The received integrated echo signal is mixed with the radio frequency (RF) carrier, and the baseband signal is sampled to achieve mixing. According (4) and (8) , the received pulse train signal can be written as
a m,n e j2π(n f ((γ (t−τ )−mT )+f c γ (t−τ )) }.
(14) Therefore, the baseband received signal is 
Next, the transform from received signal samplesr M (m, n) to frequency-domain signal by applying FFT can be written asr
Range profile can be obtained by taking the inverse fast Fourier Transform of the product of (18) and matched filter impulse response. Simulations are carried out to demonstrate the performance of the echo signal range profile. In theory, R = c/2B = 2.34m/s, when the distance between two targets is greater than 2.34m, it can be distinguished. As shown in Fig. 8 , the two targets in a distance difference of R = 3m can be resolved, but not of R = 2m. The experiment results are confirmed with the theory analysis.
B. COMMUNICATION PERFORMANCE 1) PEAK-TO-AVERAGE POWER RATIO (PAPR) PERFORMANCE
Since the PAPR is a random variable, it needs to be analyzed from a statistical point of view, that is, calculating the probability of PAPR exceeding a certain threshold PAPR 0 . The complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) is commonly used to describe the PAPR performance of the signals. CCDF of an OFDM signal is given by (19) where N is the number of subcarriers.
However, (19) does not fit OFDM systems well with a large N [33] . In [34] , a more accurate analytical expression of the PAPR distribution is derived with the help of Extreme Value Theory. The CCDF can be written as
where ρ = ε k P av , ε k is the power allocated to the kth subcarrier and P av is the average power of the OFDM signal.
In order to make the PAPR performance of discrete-time OFDM signal close to that of continuous-time signal, 4 times oversampling and 10 5 simulations were carried out. The simulation adopts 8PSK modulation, h = 3.
Considering three grouping schemes, the information bits are divided into 8 groups, 4 groups and 2 groups, that is, L is 8,4,2, and encoding length of Golay sequence is 8,16,32. The CCDF of proposed algorithm is simulated here to justify the PAPR reduction performance, and the CCDF of the original signal and only Golay sequence block encoding are also simulated for comparison. The simulation results are shown as Fig. 9 . The block coding scheme achieves about 0.5dB, 2dB and 6dB in L = 8, 4 and 2 cases respectively. The selfdisarrange scheme with L = 8 achieves about 5.2dB reduction compared to the block coding signal, 0.8dB reduction with L = 4. When L = 2, the results of the two algorithms are basically the same. It can be seen that the PAPR can be suppressed to some extent by only Golay sequence block encoding. It shows moreover that as the number of groups increases, the PAPR suppression effect is getting worse. The PAPR reduction performance of the proposed selfdisarrange algorithm is more obvious, PAPR suppression performance becomes better as the number of groups increases compared to the only Golay sequence block encoding algorithm.
As the number of groups increases, the number of alternative permutations L! increases more, so the cost of PAPR reduction is high complexity. To reduce complexity, we introduce a programmable threshold λ. Fig. 10 shows the PAPR's CCDF curves of the proposed scheme under different λ and L = 4. The PAPR's CCDF curves of the original signal, only Golay sequence block encoding scheme and the self-disarrange algorithm are also included for the comparison. Fig. 11 illustrates the comparison of the PAPR reduction among the selected mapping (SLM), the block coding and the proposed schemes, where G represents the number of alternative sequences of SLM scheme. Furthermore, Table 2 summarizes the total number of IFFT operations of different algorithms. Owing to simulations and L! = 24, the self-disarrange algorithm needs to traverses all the alternative signals to find the optimal solution, namely the calculation IFFT number is 2.4 * 10 6 . The proposed algorithm with λ = 6dB, λ = 6.5dB, λ = 7dB and λ = 7.5dB needs to calculate IFFT 1009178, 421362, 203781 and 122145 times, respectively. The PAPR reduction capability of the proposed algorithm is a little weaker than the self-disarrange scheme, but the complexity is greatly reduced. In addition, it should be noticed that block coding scheme has better PAPR performance and lower complexity compared with SLM algorithm with G = 2. Besides, the proposed scheme achieves better PAPR performances than the SLM method with G = 4. Specifically, when the threshold value of proposed algorithm is greater than 6.5, the total number of IFFT operations is much smaller than the SLM algorithm.
2) BIT ERROR RATE (BER) PERFORMANCE
It can be seen from the encoding process that all codeword sets are essentially subsets of second-order RM codes. Therefore, encoding information bits as Golay sequences can not only effectively suppress PAPR, but also has good error detection and correction capability. RM codes and Golay codes belong to the class of linear block codes, so we use the theory of linear block code to calculate the BER of the system. The minimum Hamming distance of the first-order binary Reed-Muller code RM (1, u) of length 2 u is 2 u−1 . The BER of linear block codes can be expressed as
where t = 2 u−1 −1 2
, P e = erfc( E b N 0 R sin( π 2 h )), erfc is complementary error function, can be expressed as erfc(x) = 2 √ π ∞ x e −t 2 dt, h is modulation depth and R is the code rate, can be written as R = w+h(u+1) 2 u h . We know that Hamming distance is an important parameter to measure the error correction ability, and the distance presents a notable positive correlation with the error correction ability errorcorrecting capability.
The bit error rate (BER) of three block coding schemes and their theoretical values in AWGN channel are simulated in Fig. 12 , and the hard decision decoding method in [31] is adopted. In addition, Fig. 13 . shows the simulation results of the BER for L = 8, 4, 2 in Rayleigh channel. It can be seen from the figures that when the BER is constant, the coding gain of scheme 3 is the largest, followed by scheme 2 and scheme 1. Obviously, when the number of subcarriers is constant, the coding gain decreases as the number of the group increases. According to (9) , BER is inversely proportional to coding rate. In practical application, the grouping scheme can be flexibly selected according to the system coding rate and bit error rate.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have investigated a waveform for integrated radar and communication system with orthogonal frequency division multiplexing. Specially, an approach for selfdisarrange block coding algorithm is proposed for the case with a large number of subcarriers, in order to solve the phase randomness problem of block coding. The encoded packets are obtained by block coding with Golay complementary sequences. We change the packets position and modulate them to subcarriers blocks for selective transmission. In communication performance, theoretical analysis and simulation results of different grouping schemes indicate that the PAPR and BER of the joint radar and communication system can be significantly decreased by self-disarrange block coding algorithm. Moreover, when the number of subcarriers is constant, the bit error rate decreases as the number of groups increases, so the block coding scheme can be carried out flexibly according to the code rate and bit error rate in practical applications. In radar performance, the wideband ambiguity function of the proposed waveform is calculated and simulated. Furthermore, we analyze the pulse compress process, and simulate the range profile. It is demonstrated that the system wideband ambiguity function shape is still an approximate thumbtack and the range side lobes are reduced for good range and velocity resolution.
